
Efficient - patented packs of fanfold 
paper can be spliced together and 
converted for maximum uptime and 
throughput

Fast - feed rate of 4 feet per second

Versatile - 5 modes of operation 
allow for batch production or in-line, 
on demand use

Adaptable - easy to rotate and 
adjust height to adapt to packaging 
environment needs

Environmentally friendly - 100% 
biodegradable, recyclable and 
renewable paper

PadPak LC
the most efficient 1-ply paper solution

™

The Paper Packaging Experts™

Ranpak Cushioning Systems...
the Natural Choice

Combines High Speed and Minimal 
Paper Usage for Optimal In-the-Box 

Packaging

PadPak LC converts 45- or 55-lb. fanfold 
kraft paper into an effective light cushioning 
pad for fast, efficient cushioning or blocking 
and bracing packaging applications.  In the 
converter, the paper is formed into a protective 
and shock absorbing packaging material 
through a patented folding and compressing 
process.

The unique converter design and its five 
different modes of operation allow the 
converter to be used in batch mode or for 
on demand pad production.  The height 
adjustable and tiltable converter allows the 
operator to adapt the converter to the packing 
environment.
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Width 32.6"

Height** 48" - 63"

Depth 44"

Weight 220 lbs.

Power 110 VAC

Feed Rate 4 feet per second

Controls Located on converter

Cut Method Electronic motor with 
clutch

Packing Height 43" - 58" (chute 
height)

Operating Modes
Footswitch, EDS, 
Preset, Automatic 
and Recipe

Converter (approximate measurements)*

*Size specifications refer to the converter only and do not 
include the converter stand or accessories.

** Measures with the machine in horizontal position.

Paper Type Fanfold Fanfold

Width (inches) 30 30

Basis Weight (lbs.) 45 55

Length (feet) 1,200 1,000

Weight (lbs.) 45 46

Paper Bundle

Paper Pallet

Bundle Type 45-lb. 55-lb.

Bundles per Pallet 24 24

Dimensions (inches)
48 x 40 
Depth

48 x 40 
Depth

Weight (lbs.) 1,130 1,154

Packaging Engineering
Ranpak's Packaging Engineers are experts in 
the design, analysis and testing of in-the-box 
packaging.  Send your packaging challenge to 
Ranpak and one of our Packaging Engineers 
will design a customized packaging solution 
that will ensure your product is delivered to 
your customer damage-free.

Each package design report provides you with 
our recommended packaging solution and  
includes a thorough cost analysis and  
comparative test results.  The report clearly 
shows how you can save on material costs 
while realizing damage reductions.  Ranpak's 
Packaging Engineers and Sales  
Representatives can visit your facility to train 
your packers on how to use our products as 
well as perform an on-site cost analysis.

Options

Accessories

Workstation

Paper Cart Dual Footswitch Kit


